Inviting applications for Science Literature Awards

The Kerala State Council for Science, Technology and Environment (KSCSTE) invites applications/nominations for Science Literature Awards-2019 for recognizing the contributions of writers in the area of Science Literature in Malayalam published during the year 2019. The Awards are under five categories - Science Book (Children's Literature), Science Book (Popular Science), Science Book (In-depth Science), Science Journalism Award and Science Book (Malayalam Translation). Each Award carries a cash prize of Rs. 50,000/-, a Plaque and Certificate. The applications and guidelines are available in the website of KSCSTE www.kscste.kerala.gov.in. Duly completed applications/ nominations in the prescribed form, Biodata along with 3 Copies of Books/articles and documents supporting the contributions in the field of Science Literature in orginal should be sent to The Director, Kerala State Council for Science, Technology and Environment, Sasthra Bhavan, Pattom, Trivandrum- 4

The last date for the receipt of applications is 14th August 2020. For more details, visit the website www.kscste.kerala.gov.in.

Dr. K. P. Sudheer
Executive Vice President, KSCSTE